Club Li Attendees on 4 June 2015

**Group Leader**
Baosheng Li—MPI and Geosciences

**Faculty**
David Welch—Materials Science  
Bob Liebermann—Geosciences and MPI  

**Postdocs/Visiting Scholars:**
Yaron Greenberg from Nuclear Research Center in Negev, Israel [9/2014 to 8/2015]  
Linlin Chang from University of Chinese Academy of Science in Beijing [2/2015-8/2016]  
Xiaowei Liu from Lanzhou University [5/15 to 4/2016]  

**Graduate students:**
Xuebing Wang—USTC in Hefei, China [1/12 to ]  
Ting Chen—USTC in Hefei, China [9/12 to ]  
Xintong Qi—Shijiazhuang Tiedao Univ in Shijizhuang, Hebei, China [3/13 to ]

**Faculty**  
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**Graduate Students**  
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**Postdocs and Visiting Scholars**
Past Postdocs and Visiting Scholars

- Qinhuai Wu in New York City
- Yongtao Zou in Matsuyama
- Ying Li in Stony Brook
- Songlin Xu in Xi'an, China

Alumni:
Songlin Xu (USTC), Ying Li (CEA), Yongtao Zou (Jilin), Wei Liu (PA), Qiong Liu (PKU), Wei Zhu (BP), Xuefei Li (Jilin), Qinghua Wu (Henan), Matthew Jacobsen (LANL), Xiaoge Huang (CAS), Jianmei Xu (Wuhan), Lyci George (WA), Maining Ma (CAS), Kelly Woody (TN), Matthew Whitaker (SBU), Jennifer Kung (NCKU), Fred Decremps (France), Yunpeng Yang (MA)